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The worst part of the dream is that i am both the man and the woman
our usual tuesday spot is closed until five The time is four
our usual tuesday spot closed until five The time
four our usual tuesday spot is closed until five
brittle life The time four
the worst part of the dream is that i am
both
The man and the woman bitter life
the usual tuesday spot the man
The woman
closed until five the time four gasping
and the woman
gasping 5 and 4
The worst part of the dream is that i am both

As it turn out nothing feel good nothing sparkle nothing christmas
morning tv dream diamond stocking pulled thigh high sex or cigarette
puff say yes won't you to the dress i mean
That okay i understand but i do want to understand more do you feel
like writing it to me do you feel like writing it out question mark?
does the chance of seasons help? i don’t do voicemail in future can you
text your feelings?

Hi renee?? i've been waiting to speak to you all day a cup of tea a tiny
book a paper napkin sized just right a lacy bra a red ringed underwire
an oak tree a redwood a hemorrhoid a fistula a hemorrhage a dream a
crouch a woman a woman soaked a woman soaked in a woman
soaked in blood the same underwear for many days a musky smell
A fervor a fever a fervent a nymphet an objet le garbage du cinema a
ribbon a ribbon around the hair a ribbon around the neck a ribbon
around the mouth around the package brown paper package butcher
paper package and a ribbon tied round the old oak tree the literature
canadian and shelved according to your desire renee i'm so glad i've
called you i'm so glad you've answered renee accent aigu accent grave
your somber face your hydrangea skin blossom under low light thread
bare skin soft spool of light have your digital copy of renee's
hydrangea skin an untrimmed bush in your parent's front yard
HOW OUT OF CONTROL "SAID THE NEIGHBOR"

Just straddle the glove and squat that okay i understand but i do want
to understand more do you feel like writing it do you feel like dinner
at our cooperative art space question mark
The wallpaper was yellow yes we all know but the important thing is
that i HEARD you and i LOVE you and i think you're SPECIAL
drip drip
“THE WALLPAPER IS EXOTIC”

Oh how do you do kim right behind the mirror i see you and your
double sided dildo hanging down from your pussy a kegel is an egg if
you stick it in it will strengthen muscles plus some women find them
very pleas-ur-able kim
“THAT YELLOW WALLPAPER!”
I love how you've redone the place i mean really i mean really i mean i
try to mean i trib to mien i mm mm trim to men i murt to trear to
mean a kegel is an egg not fried or friend an egg all yours for your
pussy kim your very own fat pussy

We are lesbian moms we take our daughter shopping her name is kim
we take her to forever twenty-one we hope kim will stay young
forever we give kim many yellow bags of clothes we hope she will stay
young forever instead of becoming a dirty stripper slut who likes dick
and cock forever in all three holes and even more holes than three if
there were more than three holes not including ears and eyes and nose
and nipples and belly button and still that yellow wallpaper hangs so
beautifully

Renee is that you!
Heartfelt congratulations on your successful career and marriage
forthcoming in paperback expected within the next six to eight
months but no longer than a year we just simply couldn't wait that
long could we oh kimmy kim kim
There there that feels better now dear kim's lesbian moms are feeding
her a warm bottle and swaddling her in a felt blanket are we going to
the q&a afterward or was the event enough for us kim dear pat pat
look at her rosebud mouth the lesbian moms coo her wet little
rosebud mouth already learning to yawn wide for all the dicks to come
pat pat urrp that's good kim learn to get it out push the air out that's
the trick dear out not in not in but out

Did we think we were working hard or hardly working we the lesbian
moms ask each other are we embarrassed by each other's hair cuts
now are we sad that we are old and no longer desire each other we
used to desire each other now we no longer desire each other
Now our slut child kim covered in dirt on the street in the gutter on
the rag and pill and mend in a small studio apartment with dim lights
lying quiet on the bed with the camera on who will buy a show from
our slut child kim with the fridge buzz and the lights dim and the one
yellow thong leotard size medium purchased online for $29.99 all
items with prices that end in .99 are final sale so hurry up and buy
them before they are finally all gone finally faintly into the night as
long as kim's happy we're happy the narrator said, yes smiled the
narrator and nodded her head in agreement

We the lesbian moms bought several tubes of hair removal cream we
hope it works we do hope it works on our hair which is stubbornly
refusing to be removed from our chins
Bad eyesight and aging belief in god who we believed all along was
woman like we the lesbian moms also believed ourselves to be not
helping our two matching sinks in the bathroom
I’m sick of women spat the narrator
She sighed a long one and looked in the mirror

It was all rich talk poor talk then death said kim on the phone to her
boyfriend
She sighed a long one and looked in the mirror
And dads kim’s boyfriend added and dentists added kim and tectonics
added the narrators and throw pillows added the dentist it was all
polyblend throw pillows
For propping butt cheeks during strenuous sexual activity and bite
size candies lined kids in a box you too could be so perpetually happy
it hurts clap once to receive a personalized invitation to our online
garden party full of select guests heavy cutlery and fine grain
conversation for you for free for you and you alone are free!

It was all black and brown and white and brown and white and white
and a white fur collar and a breath of white perfume and breath of
babies piles and piles of fresh white babies or flowers please curb your
dog your brilliant white dog or woman please curb your white woman
immediately!
Brilliant! will you be paying today with credit to receive one
complimentary white paper bag with soft rope handles will you be
paying today with one small white envelope of cash pile of cash fistful
of crisp white cash!
It was all white potatoes 65 cents a pound and good for boiling
It was all eastern standard time and heavy cream and cold cuts at dawn
It was all “GRANDDAD IN THE OCEAN WITH THE OIL SPILL IN
THE LIBRARY WITH THE LOGORRHEA IN THE BEDROOM
WITH THE BARBITURATE IN THE KITCHEN WITH THE
KIDDIE”

Did you see me?
Did you tell me my voice and lips tell me my skin and soft and am i
sweet and did you tell me love you fever pray solitaire z don't tell her
our secret god i hope for you fervent doubtful furrow
The balloon came down and we wrecked it because we did not know
what it was we were poor and romantic and believed in ghost spirits
but more likely we saw the direction it come from the blood look so
fake like ketchup we kept going this can't be pause real pause it too
orange pause go on i killed each handsome man sorry every present
moment is a too late one for retro action hindsight what ever the
point is we can't do anything now time go one way in this world too
bad

It was a blue we'd never seen before and still hadn't actually seen but
imagined sometimes it take a while to get going that okay look at me
deep z said z body so reflective i only saw myself i'm sorry whimper i
can't see z i'm in the way sob stifle cry i want to look i want to see
what z really are i
At least we saw the blue together cup in hands wrinkle like milk
curdled old and blue so many words protected z from quiet press
against me now now we found each other we will find others after
this cycle is life it can comfort us or not stole z words
“Hexagonal sediment avocado sway the cattails bring pungent rot oh
florida pulp factory process orange sky sweet and known for this our
fame oh rotten state now breeze bring stench of crumbling coast
atlantic you large beast you rocked my friends to dangerous sleep tell
me how good i am tell me i'm good and will forgive you perestroika
soul”

Food for my want elation go from me franklin and java long a like
ahhhhh how cute i like any indiscriminate thing if you present it in
the right light might seem beautiful
Baby frown in the wind now that’s an honest boy what is beautiful is
light not me

